
To Commission Secretary, Erica Hamilton: 
  
There were 68,078 individuals who under the old system continued to want an analog or digital 
meter.  Through the enrollment program these cusomers were given three choices!  That last of 
which was changing the naming of analog or digital meters to a designation deemed "legacy 
meters." 
  
The BCUC impossed interim fees of $35 a month for meter reads to keep legacy meters.  Also a 
$100 set up charge for a radio off meter with a $20 charge monthly for meter reads. 
  
BC Hydro admitted that the average customer electrical monthly consumption charge is 
approximately $75 per month!  They knew this information well in advance of the application 
to the BCUC.  In theory if all 68,078 customers elected to retain a legacy meter this $35 monthly 
charge would constitute a 47 percent rate hike to all customers. 
  
BC Hydro through its round of questioning stated that a very small group of individuals would 
retain legacy meters or elect to have radio off meters.  They were incorrect in there assumption 
and 19,386 customers chose to keep the legacy meter and 450 elected to go with the radio off 
meter. 
  
BC Hydro also states that if the $35 monthly charge was set at different levels lower than this 
amount then more of the 48,042 customers whom elected  through the enrollment 
program and chose the smart meter option more customers would have elected to keep a 
legacy meter. 
  
The essence of Direction No. 4 was to give the remaining 68,078 customers a choice of what 
electrical measuring apparatus they deemed would be suitable for them!   
  
BC hydro admits that through its mass smart meter deployment it destoyed all replaced 
meters.  BC hydro states that they only have 7501 legacy meters in inventory.  BC Hydro also 
stated that it will no longer re-verify any legacy meters that have passed there seal 
date.  Therefore the 48,042 customers whom have elected through the enrollment program to 
go with a smart meter when BC Hydro starts replacing these meters they will be destroying 
them as well. 
  
BC Hydro deems that 53.5 percent of the 19,386 customers who elected to retain the legacy ie. 
10,372 legacy meters are past there seal date currently and are in need of immediate 
exchange.  Thus since it only has 7501 legacy meters in stock the remaining 2,871 legacy meter 
clients will only have a radio-off or smart meter choice.  As the remainder of the legacy meter 
customers (9014 customers) there legacy meter seals expire there only choice will be radio-off 
or smart meter. 
  
Through my round of questions to BC Hydro i was provided information that my legacy meter 
serial number 1047435 seal expired in 2011!  3 years ago! 



  
New meters that are implemented are given a longer time period before there seal date 
expires.  Once they expire and they are sampled through a sample lot and are deemed to be 
functioning correctly there time frame for re-verification diminishes.  Considering most legacy 
meters have been around for a very long time frame there re-verification period is for a very 
short period of years. 
  
What i find odd is that my meters seal date is past due by 3 years.  Coincendentally 10,372 
legacy meters by BC Hydros admission are past there seal date!   
  
How many of these 10,372 legacy meter seal dates are past due by a significant time period? 
  
When BC Hydro applied to the BCUC "The smart meter choices program"  they deemed through 
there projections that only a small number of customers would elect a legacy meter!  Yet they 
new full well that before the initiated the program that most of there meters were past there 
seal date! 
  
Which leads me back to the essence of direction no. 4 which is to give the remaining 68,078 
three distinct choices! 
  
The truth is that there is only 2 choices! And a third partial choice! 
  
The third partial choice being only 7501 customers being able to retain a legacy meter! 
Now these remaining 7501 customers who receive a legacy meter from BC Hydro's inventory 
there seal dates will expire by 2020!  Also the 9014 customers who seal dates have not expired 
currently .....  They will by BC hydro admission by 2020 as well! 
  
Thus Legacy meters will be eliminated one way or another!  This does not give customers a 
choice! 
  
In Conclusion I ask the BCUC to compel BC Hydro that they don't destroy the 48,242 customers 
meters that BC Hydro is exchanging for smart meters.  This would be enough meters to provide 
a sample lot according to measurement canada!   
 I also ask the BCUC to compel BC hydro to continue the re-verification of these 48,242 meters 
since they are still deemed acceptable measuring apparatus By Measurements Canada! 
  
  
Thank you 
  
Dennis 
  
  
 




